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Bose-Einstein Condensation of Atomic Hydrogen
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We report observation of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of a trapped, dilute gas of atomic
hydrogen. The condensate and normal gas are studied by two-photon spectroscopy of the1S-2S
transition. Interactions among the atoms produce a shift of the resonance frequency proportional to
density. The condensate is clearly distinguished by its large frequency shift. The peak condensate
density is4.8 6 1.1 3 1015 cm23, corresponding to a condensate population of109 atoms. The BEC
transition occurs at aboutT  50 mK and n  1.8 3 1014 cm23. [S0031-9007(98)07617-0]

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj, 67.65.+z
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The search for Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in
lute atomic gases began in earnest in 1978 [1], preci
tated by the suggestion of Stwalley and Nosanow [2] th
spin-polarized atomic hydrogen should be an ideal ca
didate for the study of such extreme quantum behavi
Dilute gases of spin-polarized H were first stabilized b
Silvera and Walraven [3]. Subsequent attempts to achie
BEC were thwarted by recombination on the walls of th
confinement cell [4]. In order to create the colder samp
necessary for further progress toward BEC, our group s
gested [5] and demonstrated [6] wall-free confinement a
evaporative cooling. Evaporative cooling made it po
sible to cool alkali metal atoms below the laser coolin
limit and to achieve BEC in dilute gases of Rb [7], N
[8], and Li [9]. In this paper we report the achieveme
of BEC in H and a study of the gas by high resolutio
spectroscopy.

Hydrogen condensates share many characteristics w
condensates of alkali metal atoms, but there are sev
notable differences. Owing to hydrogen’s simplicity
properties such as interatomic potentials and spin rela
tion rates are well understood theoretically. Compar
to those of other atoms, thes-wave scattering length,a,
and three-body loss rate are anomalously low. As a res
the condensate density is high, even for small condens
fractions, and the elastic collision rate is low, whic
retards evaporative cooling. Because of hydrogen’s sm
mass, the BEC transition occurs at higher temperatu
than previously observed. The cryogenic trap loadi
technique used for H allows orders of magnitude mo
atoms to be trapped, providing condensates that are m
larger than yet achieved in other systems. Finally, hi
resolution two-photon spectroscopy provides a new to
for studying condensates.

The starting point for the observations reported he
is described in the accompanying Letter [10]: a gas
atomic hydrogen, confined in a cylindrically symmetri
magnetic trap, and cooled to120 mK by evaporation
over a magnetic field saddlepoint at one end of t
trap [11]. Below about120 mK this method of forcing
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evaporation proved to be inefficient. As explained b
Surkov et al. [12], when the temperature is reduced an
the atoms settle into the harmonic region of the tra
the axial and radial motional degrees of freedom becom
uncoupled. For efficient evaporation, the escape time f
energetic atoms must be short compared to the collisi
time. However, the escape time for atoms with high radi
energy becomes very long when the motion uncouple
and thus escape is blocked for this large class of energe
atoms. By itself this would only slow evaporation, but in
the presence of losses due to dipolar relaxation [5,6] pha
space compression ceases.

To overcome this problem, we turned to a differen
ejection technique, based on spin resonance [13], fi
demonstrated for the alkali metal atoms [14]. An r
field causes transitions to an untrapped magnetic su
level wherever the trapping magnetic field satisfies th
resonance condition. Atoms with high energy in an
degree of freedom are thus able to escape, ensur
high evaporation efficiency. As the rf frequency is de
creased, the energy threshold for ejection from the tra
is lowered. To implement rf evaporation in the cryo
genic environment, we developed a nonmetallic trap
ping cell which allows us to apply rf magnetic fields
with strength up to2 3 1027 T and frequency up to
46 MHz. Typically, we switch to rf evaporation at a trap
depth of 1.1 mK, corresponding to a sample temperatu
of 120 mK.

We measure the temperature and density distributi
of the gas by two-photon spectroscopy of the1S-2S
transition [15]. Two-photon excitation in a standing wav
leads to two types of absorption: Doppler-sensitive, du
to absorption of copropagating photons, and Dopple
free, due to absorption of counterpropagating photon
In the first case the spectrum exhibits a recoil shift o
h̄k2y2pm  6.7 MHz and Doppler broadening that can
be used to measure the absolute temperature. In
second case, Doppler-free excitation results in a narro
intense line. These features are shown in the compos
spectrum (Fig. 1).
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3811
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FIG. 1. Composite1S-2S two-photon spectrum of trapped
hydrogen. (Note change in frequency scale near the origi
s: Spectrum of sample without a condensate;d: spectrum
emphasizing features due to a condensate. The inten
narrow peak arises from absorption of counterpropagati
photons by the normal gas, and exhibits no first-order Dopp
broadening. The wide, low feature on the right is from
absorption of copropagating photons. The solid line is th
recoil-shifted, Doppler-broadened, Gaussian line shape of
normal gas corresponding toT  40 mK. The high density in
the condensate shifts a portion of the Doppler-free line to t
red. The condensate’s narrow momentum distribution giv
rise to a similar feature near the center of the Doppler-sensit
line. Zero detuning is taken for unperturbed atoms excite
Doppler-free. All frequencies are referenced to the243 nm
excitation radiation.

When the sample is cooled below50 mK, additional
features appear in the spectrum, indicating the onset
BEC. The Doppler-free spectrum exhibits a new featu
with a large redshift. As described in the accompanyin
Letter [10], the1S-2S transition frequency is redshifted
by an amount proportional to the density. Thus, th
new feature indicates the formation of a region of hig
density, as expected for a condensate. Another n
feature also appears in the Doppler-sensitive spectru
which probes the sample’s momentum distribution; th
narrow momentum distribution of the condensate appea
as an additional feature in the middle of the wide, reco
shifted Doppler profile of the thermal cloud [16]. This
feature, whose intrinsic width should be given by th
position-momentum uncertainty relation, is broadened
these experiments by the high condensate density.
expected, it appears qualitatively similar to the Dopple
free spectrum of the condensate.

The onset of BEC is further confirmed by the trajector
of the normal gas as it is cooled through phase space (
Fig. 2). The maximum density of the normal gas,n0,
is determined by measuring the shift of the Doppler-fre
spectrum of the normal gas [10]. As the trap depth,et ,
is reduced from 1.1 mK to300 mK, the density increases
because the cooled atoms settle into the lowest ene
regions of the trap. At a depth of300 mK there is a
3812
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change in the trajectory; it begins tofall with temperature,
indicating the onset of BEC. For a sample in equilibrium
below the transition temperature, the maximum dens
of the normal fraction is pinned at the critical densit
ncsT d  2.612s2pmkBT d3y2yh3; excess population is in
the Bose condensate. Although it is not clear that o
samples are in thermal equilibrium, this portion of th
trajectory approximates the BEC phase transition line.

The solid line in Fig. 2 indicates the critical density
ncsT d, assuming thath ; etykBT  6. The parameterh
is set by a competition between cooling due to evaporati
and heating due to dipolar spin relaxation. Dipola
relaxation preferentially removes low energy atoms fro
regions of highest density at the bottom of the trap. T
condensate has a high density, and thus high loss r
The value ofh is expected to change from about 9 a
higher temperatures in the absence of a condensate
about 5 in the presence of a condensate at the lowest
depths. The valueh  6 was measured spectroscopicall
at a trap depthet  280 mK [17].

Figure 3 is an enlarged view of the Doppler-fre
spectrum of a Bose-condensed sample. The high n
row feature is due to excitation of the normal gas. Th
condensate portion of the spectrum extends to at le
20.9 MHz. To extract the condensate density we assum
that the linear relation between frequency shift and de
sity for a normal gas found in Ref. [10] remains vali
at high densities. For excitation out of a Bose-Einste
condensate, one might expect that the disappearance
exchange effects would reduce the frequency shift to o
half of that for a normal gas at the same density. How
ever, this reduction may not occur if the system condens

FIG. 2. Density of noncondensed fraction of the gas as t
trap depth is reduced along the cooling path. The dens
is measured by the optical resonance shift [10], and the tr
depth is set by the rf frequency. The lines (dashed, sol
dot-dashed) indicate the BEC phase transition line, assum
a sample temperature of (1

5 th, 1
6 th, 1

7 th) the trap depth. The
scatter of the data reflects the reproducibility of the laser pro
technique and is dominated by the alignment of the laser be
to the sample.
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FIG. 3. Doppler-free spectrum of the condensate (broad fe
ture) and the normal gas (narrow feature). The dashed line
proportional to the number of condensate atoms at a den
proportional to the detuning, for an equilibrium density distr
bution with peak densitynp  4.8 3 1015 cm23 in a parabolic
trap.

into a group of low-lying states [18], in which case th
frequency shift is the same as for a normal gas [19
Using this conservative assumption, for two-photon exc
tation, Dn1S-2S  2Dn243 nm  xn, wherex  23.8 6

0.8 3 10216 MHz cm3. We derive a peak condensat
density ofnp  4.8 6 1.1 3 1015 cm23. The spectrum
depends on the distribution of densities in the condensa
and thus the magnitude squared of the condensate w
function.

The peak condensate density extracted from Fig
is the largest in this series of experiments, but se
eral other spectra gave comparable results. From t
peak density we compute the mean field energy, t
total number of condensate atoms, and the condens
fraction. We model our trap by the Ioffe-Pritchard po
tential V sr, zd 

p
sard2 1 sbz2 1 ud2 2 u. The pa-

rametersa and b are calculated from the magnetic coi
geometry. Because of the sensitivity of the axial bias,u,
to stray fields, we measure it using an rf ejection tec
nique; for these experimentsuykB  35 6 2 mK. For
small displacements the radial oscillation frequency
vr  ay

p
mu  2p 3 3.90 6 0.11 kHz, and the axial

frequency isvz 
p

2bym  2p 3 10.2 Hz. The peak
mean field energynpŨykB  nph2aypmkB  1.9 mK
is much greater than the harmonic oscillator level spa
ing, h̄vrykB  190 nK .

As the simplest model of the interacting gas, we assu
the Thomas-Fermi density profile for the condensa
nsr, zd  np 2 V sr, zdyŨ. The number of atoms in
the condensate is found by integrating the density ov
the volume of the condensate. The result isNc 
16p

p
2 Ũ3y2n

5y2
p y15v2

rvzm3y2  1.1 6 0.6 3 109. This
condensate is15 mm in diameter and5 mm in length.
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Compared to alkali metal atoms, the maximum achiev
able equilibrium condensate fraction for hydrogen i
expected to be small [20]. Hydrogen’s smalls-wave scat-
tering length dramatically reduces the elastic collision ra
in the thermal cloud, and thus the evaporative cooling rat
The high density in a condensate can drastically increa
the heating due to dipolar relaxation; the resulting heatin
cooling balance limits the condensate fraction.

The condensate fraction,f ; NcysNn 1 Ncd, is ob-
tained by comparing the integrated area of the spectra
the condensate and normal gas after accounting for t
partials,10%d illumination of the normal gas by the laser
beam. A condensate fractionf  514

22% is obtained, with
the dominant uncertainty coming from the relative siz
of the laser beam and thermal cloud. Alternatively, th
condensate fraction may be estimated by comparing t
condensate population,Nc, to the calculated normal gas
population,Nn, which is simply the Bose occupation func-
tion weighted by the density of states, integrated over th
trapped states. The trap parametersa andb cancel in the
ratio NcyNn, and the remaining parameters,T , np, andu,
are measured. We use the Doppler-broadened spectrum
measure the temperature at45 6 5 mK. Since this ther-
mal energy scale is much larger than the peak mean fie
energy, perturbations to the density distribution of the no
mal gas due to the condensate may be neglected. T
resulting fraction isf  616

23%. Both methods for deter-
mining f assume thermal equilibrium, which may not be
the case because the mean collision time is comparable
the axial oscillation period.

Note that if we had assumed that the frequency shift
the condensate is only half as large as for a normal g
at the same density, as one would expect for a condens
in a single quantum state, the density extracted from th
spectrum would be twice as large. This would imply tha
Nc  6 3 109 and yield an unreasonably high condensat
fraction of 25%.

We have followed the time evolution of individual
condensates by recording series of spectra in rapid su
cession. As expected, when the condensate decays
spectrum narrows, indicating a reduction in density, an
becomes less intense, indicating a reduction in condens
population. The lifetime is observed to be about5 s. The
condensate decays rapidly by dipolar relaxation, but
simultaneously replenished by the normal gas. The las
probe artificially shortens the lifetime by evaporating He
from optical surfaces; the streaming He knocks atoms o
of the trap.

We find that the presence of the condensate signi
cantly distorts the Doppler-free spectrum of the norma
gas, even though the condensate volume is only abo
1023 of the volume of the thermal cloud. Figure 4 shows
spectra taken above and below the onset of BEC. T
spectra for samples without condensates show the sh
and line shape due to the inhomogeneous density. T
lines are roughly symmetric, and are consistent wit
3813
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FIG. 4. Doppler-free spectrum of normal fraction above an
below the onset of BEC. The symmetric spectrum (aboveTc,
open symbols) suddenly becomes asymmetric (solid symbo
when the condensate forms. Temperatures for the three spe
are about120 mK (open squares),53 mK (open circles), and
44 mK (solid circles).

calculations assuming thermal equilibrium. Below th
transition, however, a pronounced asymmetry appea
showing spectral weight at frequency shifts much larg
than expected for the maximum density in the normal ga
ncsT d. The origin of this effect is not yet understood.

The signal-to-noise ratio in these experiments is limite
by the light collection solid angle, about2 3 1022 sr.
Improvements should allow the spectroscopic observati
technique to provide information which is complementar
to that obtained by the spatial imaging techniques us
in other experiments; the Doppler-sensitive spectru
constitutes anin situ direct measure of the momentum
distribution.
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Note added.—Observation of quantum degeneracy i
a two-dimensional hydrogen system has been repor
recently [21].
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